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Chapter Focus “Old World” Orientation “New World” Orientation 
1. Adventure Imagination is cerebral. Imagination is emotional. 
2. Anxiety It’s in the mind. It’s in between people. 
3. Data Be as informed as possible. The capacity to be decisive is 

more critical. 
4. Empathy Foster feelings, sensitivity, rights. Foster responsibility for one’s 

own being and destiny. 
5. Self A leader’s “selfishness” destroys 

community. 
A leader’s self is essential to the 
integrity of a community. 

6. Models of Leadership Linea; reality has to do with the 
nature of things; work to motivate 
others. 

Systemic; reality is about 
relationships; work to 
differentiate self. 

7. Stress Results from hard work. Results from position in relational 
triangles. 

8. Crisis and Sabotage Are basically dangers to be 
avoided; polarize the opposition. 

Can be a sign of success; 
preserve self and stay 
connected. 

Epilogue: The Past It is prelude to the present. It resides within the present. 
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHRONICALLY ANXIOUS FAMILIES 
p.61 

 
CHARACTERISTIC EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS SUBVERTED 

1. Reactivity Self-regulation of instinctual drive 
2. Herding Adaptation toward strength 
3. Blame Displacement A growth-producing response to challenge 
4. A Quick-Fix Mentality Allowing time for processes to mature 
5. Failure of Nerve in Leadership All of the above 

 
TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHRONIC ANXIETY IN FAMILIES AND AMERICAN CIVILIZATION, AND THEIR 
MAJOR EFFECTS ON LEADERSHIP 

p.91 
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHRONICALLY 
ANXIOUS FAMILIES 

MANIFESTATIONS IN CHRONICALLY ANXIOUS 
AMERICA 

1. Reactivity 
* automatic responses 
* boundary erosion 
* exaggeration of extremes 
* loss of resiliency (playfulness) 

 
* uproars over perceived slights 
* bureaucratic entanglements 
* ad hominem retorts 
* disruption, interference, and censorship of 

opposition 



Effect on Leadership: Leaders become less imaginative, are eventually worn down, and resign or “go 
through the motions.” 

2. Herding 
* togetherness as supreme value 
* totalism in thinking and relating 
* wills conflict, polarization, and cut-offs 
* organizes around dysfunction 
* adapts to immaturity 

 
* uncompromising special interests 
* courts lose base in principles 
* funding for weakness, not strength 
* politically correct language 
* dignifying of immaturity (sexual acting-out) 

Effect on Leadership: Leaders become indecisive because, tyrannized by sensibilities, they function to 
soothe rather than challenge and to seek peace rather than progress. 

3. Blame Displacement 
* loss of integrity and accountability 
* fault projected outside 
* quickness to blame (sue) 
* cynical pessimism 
* focus on safety rather than adventure 

 
* anti-incumbency 
* litigiousness and violence 
* rising divorce rate 
* national displacement issues 
* carcinogens, abuse, environment 

Effect on Leadership: The least mature are selected while those with the greatest integrity, precisely 
those who have the best capacity to pull a society out of a regression, do not even seek office. 

4. Quick-Fix Mentality 
* low pain threshold 
* simple answers 
* vulnerability to snake-oil fads 
* quest for certainty 

 
* drug culture 
* fundamentalism and reductionism 
* proliferation of data 
* emphasis on technique 

Effect on Leadership: Leaders are not challenged to grow. 
 

TABLE 2 
REGRESSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THINKING AND RELATING TO BE FOUND IN ALL 

CHRONICALLY ANXIOUS RELATIONSHIP SYSTEMS 
p.93 

 
THINKING CHARACTERISTICS RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERISTICS 

* polarized and totalistic (black-and-white, 
either/or, all-or-nothing) 

* with us or against us polarizations 

* reactive rather than stemming from principle * members homogenized or cut off 
* reductionist * adapts to the most immature member 
* given to ad hominem reasoning * organizes around the dysfunctional 
* oriented toward pathology, not strength * sabotages differentiation 
* focused externally rather than internally * loss of integrity and individuality (self) 
* oriented toward crisis, not opportunity * oriented toward comfort, not challenge 
* magical * functions for peace over progress 
* serious * scapegoats to bind the anxiety 
* no curiosity * judges caring by getting a reaction (hurting) 
* given to “group think” * focuses on rights rather than responsibilities 

 



 
TABLE 3 

OVERVIEW OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN CHRONIC ANXIETY, ITS PERVERSION OF 
EVOLUTIONARY PRINCIPLES, AND THE REGRESSIVE EFFECTS OF COUNTER-EVOLUTIONARY 

FORCES ON BOTH SOCIETY AND LEADERSHIP 
p.94 

 
CHRONIC ANXIETY PRINCIPLE 

PERVERTED 
EFFECT ON SOCIETY EFFECT ON LEADERS 

Reactivity regulation of instinct inhibition of self-
differentiation 

perspective on 
leadership clouded 

Herding adaptation to strength organization around 
immaturity 

indeciseveness 

Blaming response to challenge disintegration Sabotage 
Quick-Fix Mentality maturation takes time recycled stuckness Least mature selected 

 
LEADERSHIP 
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POORLY DIFFERENTIATED LEADERSHIP WELL-DIFFERENTIATED LEADERSHIP 
* focuses on pathology * focuses on strength 
* is obsessed with technique * is concerned for one’s own growth 
* works with symptomatic people * works with motivated people 
* betters the condition * matures the system 
* seeks symptomatic relief * seeks enduring change 
* is concerned to give insight * is concerned to define self (take stands) 
* is stuck on treadmill of trying harder * is fed up with the treadmill 
* diagnoses others * looks at one’s own stuckness 
* is quick to quit difficult situations * is challenged by difficult situations 
* is made anxious by reactivity * recognizes that reactivity and sabotage are 

evidence of one’s effectiveness 
* has a reductionist perspective * has a universal perspective 
* sees problems as the cause of anxiety * sees problems as the focus of preexisting 

anxiety 
* adapts toward the weak * adapts toward strength 
* focuses empathetically on helpless victims * has a challenging attitude that encourages 

responsibility 
* is more likely to create dependent 

relationships 
* is more likely to create intimate relationships 

 
TENSIONS IN LEADERSHIP DURING CRISIS 

p. 246 
Lean on others  Stay accountable 
Get information  Be decisive 
Keep distance  Stay connected 



Do not avoid  Do not try to solve 
Keep up functioning  Refrain from avoiding or denying 

Maintain commitment to see it 
through 

 Do not let it become the axis of 
life 

Be willing to risk, take chances  Regulate reactivity 
Work at being objective  Honor perversity 

Appreciate loneliness  Do not cut off 
Stay in triangles  Do not get triangled 

 


